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@AIRCAlliance AIRCA DGs meeting ongoing at ICBA office today and tomorrow to discuss strengthening collaboration between centres and other international institutions @CABI_Agriculture @CABI_News @Climod @WorldVegCenter @ICBA @IFDCGlobal

MTALAMU WA MRADI DKT FAT- HIYA MBARAK KHAMIS KUTOKA KATIKA TAASISI YA KIMATAIFA INAYOSHUGULUJA NA UTAFITI WA WADUDU (ICPE) KUTOKA NAIROBI AMEFURAHISHWA NA WAKULIMA WA ZANZIBAR KUWA WALEWALI NA KUHIDI KUIPA KIPAMBELE KWA KULETA MIRADI MENGINE YA UDHIKISHI WA NZI

#insectoftheweek: This unique looking #beetle is a male of the family #Rhipiphoridae. You can tell it's a male by the presence of heavily branched flabellate antennae. Behind the antennae are the brownish-orange #elytra (the first set of wings). Read more: icipe.org/content/insect...

MAC Stakeholders Meeting, Plenary Sessions chaired by James Mugisha @food4thehungry Rwanda and Jimmy Pitcher @ICBA - Discussion on governance regarding Sustainable agriculture in E.African countries
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